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Rotary tables with DD technology Series 900 DD 

Machining at up to 5'450 rpm – turning, hub peeling, grinding, 
mill-turning of all kinds – highly efficient on standard vertical 
machining centers

The new CNC rotary tables from pL LEHMANN – Series 900 
DD – are equipped with direct drives, thus allowing both Mill-
turn- (e.g. hob peeling) and Grindturn applications as well as 
five-axis simultaneous machining, for example, of turbine 
blades or impellers. These rotary tables are characterized by 
their innovative cube design, are not only super-fast, but also 
fully sealed, safe and thus suitable for many applications. In 
addition, they are easy to service and prepared for use with 
Industry 4.0.

For many years, pL LEHMANN, CH-Bärau, has been an im-
portant address when it comes to CNC rotary tables for eco-
nomical machining. One- and two-axis solutions are now in use 

The T1-91x915 TAP9 version, in which both axes driven directly, is suitable 
for simultaneous 5-axis machining.
Images: pL LEHMANN

With their modular construction using a very compact cube design and ro-
tational speeds of up to 5'450 rpm, the pL rotary tables in the Series 900 
DD are ideal for many applications. Images: pL LEHMANN
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the use of energy and provides an ample 900 Nm. Releasing re-
quires only 4.5 bar of air pressure.

For dry machining at high speeds and similarly challeng-
ing machining tasks, the Series 900 DD can be cooled internal-
ly (prepared as a standard feature). For this, pL LEHMANN offers 
cooling units as well as the integration modules needed for ma-
chines with a Siemens CNC control system.

A separate FANUC 35iB DD CNC control system is also avail-
able for one- or two-axis operation – with the usual wide range of 
functions and original Fanuc user interface.

One-axis and two-axis applications

In the one-axis version, a new EA-91x DD rotary table is op-
timal for Millturn applications such as machining of watch cases 
from bar stock or for hob peeling of gears.

These tables also offer many possible uses in two-axis com-
binations. The T1-91x915 TAP9 version, in which both axes driv-
en directly, is suitable for simultaneous 5-axis machining, and 
ideal for milling and grinding impellers and similar parts. Work-
pieces weighing up to 40 kg and having a maximum diameter of 
308 mm can be clamped here. 

Combinations with the pL rotary table EA-520 from the Se-
ries 500 are also possible. In the case of the T1-91x520 TAP5 
solution, a dividing / indexing axis features direct drive and the 
tilting axis has a rugged, backlash-free gear unit (PGD). The 
clamping force is 2'000 Nm; no controller adjustment is needed 
when the load changes. Workpieces weighing up to 90 kg and 
having a maximum diameter of 400 mm can be machined.

How Industry 4.0 works

A special feature found on all pL rotary tables is the pL iBox 
(previously called blackBOX). It holds numerous sensors for 
measuring, registering and providing values of speed, internal 
pressure, temperature, humidity, shock and impact. If values ex-
ceed or drop below specified limits, this is indicated on the CNC 
system. The values can be read out and allow conclusions to 
be drawn about damage, condition and service life of the entire 
system as well as recommended maintenance. In this way, the 
pL iBox helps to increase productivity and availability and de-
crease downtime and maintenance costs. 

The Series 900 DD includes the current iBox version 4.3, 
which is equipped with a faster microprocessor and greater 
storage capacity. A 3-D acceleration sensor registers impact 
from all directions. Duty cycle limit overload protection prevents 
motor damage. Also new is a Bluetooth interface that allows you 
to interrogate states, functions or malfunctions and to make set-

on over 200 different machine brands and over 1'000 different 
machines models. This results in enormous competence re-
garding integration in all known CNC control systems (Fanuc, 
Siemens, Heidenhain, Haas, Winmax, Mitsubishi, Brother...) – for 
new machines as well as for retrofits.

And where drive technology is concerned, pL LEHMANN has 
many years of know-how. Not only the latest Series 900 DD with 
its direct drive benefits from this. pL LEHMANN already start-
ed gaining experience with this technology between 2000 and 
2010. Developed completely from the ground up and based on a 
modular concept using a very compact cube design, the pL ro-
tary tables in the Series 900 DD with their speeds of up to 5'450 
rpm (without field weakening function, max. 2'590 rpm) are ideal 
for a variety of applications, especially since the products come 
standard with a water- and dust-tight classification of IP 67. 

Among the additional, interesting features of the Series 900 
DD is an angular position measuring system with an accuracy 
of up to +/-3 arc sec from Renishaw (compatible with Siemens, 
Mitsubishi, Yaskawa and BISS) or from Fanuc. With the latter, the 
new series is fully compatible for connection to the Fanuc-DDR, 
e.g. as an interesting addition on the well-known FANUC Robo-
drill when a higher rpm is needed.

For workpiece clamping there is a large assortment based 
on different adapters. Standardized interfaces at the front and 
back on the spindle ensure maximum universal use. The system 
can accept a four- or six-fluted rotary union and can be retro-
fitted at any time with collet chucks (W20 or HSK) for manual 
or automatic workpiece clamping with an integral fail-safe func-
tion: The workpiece remains safely clamped even in the event of 
a power failure.

The spindle clamping also includes a fail-safe function that 
ensures emergency braking without damage when a power fail-
ure occurs. Clamping takes place over a large diameter without 

Thanks to an intelligent collet chuck concept, pulling or pushing, manual or 
automatic workpiece clamping solutions are available, organized into an ex-
tremely large modular system.
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tings from a notebook. In addition to the real-time clock, the new 
pL iBox comes prepared for its own web server and includes an 
Ethernet interface. With an optional WLAN or GSM module, ad-
ditional requests can be implemented, e.g. notification of error 
messages via e-mail

CNC rotary tables with Swiss quality

Founded in 1960 strictly as a contract manufacturer, pL 
LEHMANN has been developing and producing CNC rotary 
tables for over 40 years. With innovations and Swiss qua-
lity, the family-owned company in the Swiss town of Bärau 
(Emmental) succeeded in opening up new opportunities for 
its customers and developing lean machining solutions cha-
racterized by high productivity through use of additional NC 
axes. One of the highlights of the company's history is the 
powerful and flexible Series 500 - developed in 2009 - which 
is ideal for the most demanding tasks thanks to its modu-
lar design. With the backlash-free, preloaded PGD gear unit 
- developed in 2014 - pL LEHMANN reached another miles-
tone. In 2017, the company introduced, among other things, 
the new pL iBox generation, making their rotary tables rea-
dy for Industry 4.0 and digital production. This was followed 
in 2019 by introduction of the Series 900 DD (Direct Drive) 
rotary tables with speeds of up to 5'450 rpm. As an additio-
nal new product, the AM-LOCK system, a special zero-point 
clamping system for 3-D printing, including preprocessing 
and postprocessing, was presented in 2019.


